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Abstract—The present work aims at contributing to the study of
the complex phenomenon of wear of pin on disc contact in dry
sliding friction between two material couples (bronze/steel and
unsaturated polyester virgin and charged with graphite powder/steel).
The work consists of the determination of the coefficient of friction,
the study of the influence of the tribological parameters on this
coefficient and the determination of the mass loss and the wear rate
of the pin. This study is also widened to the highlighting of the
influence of the addition of graphite powder on the tribological
properties of the polymer constituting the pin. The experiments are
carried out on a pin-disc type tribometer that we have designed and
manufactured. Tests are conducted according to the standards DIN
50321 and DIN EN 50324. The discs are made of annealed XC48
steel and quenched and tempered XC48 steel. The main results are
described here after. The increase of the normal load and the sliding
speed causes the increase of the friction coefficient, whereas the
increase of the percentage of graphite and the hardness of the disc
surface contributes to its reduction. The mass loss also increases with
the normal load. The influence of the normal load on the friction
coefficient is more significant than that of the sliding speed. The
effect of the sliding speed decreases for large speed values. The
increase of the amount of graphite powder leads to a decrease of the
coefficient of friction, the mass loss and the wear rate. The addition
of graphite to the UP resin is beneficial; it plays the role of solid
lubricant.

Keywords—Friction coefficients, mass loss, wear rate, bronze,
polyester, graphite.

T

I. INTRODUCTION

HE wear is one of the major causes of the materials’
degradation and losses of mechanical performances of the
equipments. It has a direct impact on the reliability and the
longevity of the mechanisms. Wear by sliding depends on
several tribological parameters which are interdependent such
as the normal load (FN), the sliding speed (V), the material
hardness, the geometrical and physical state of surfaces, the
coatings, the lubricants…
Bronze is very much used in the mechanical engineering for
its interesting tribological characteristics. Polymers and
composites are integrated in many industrial applications
because of their advantageous properties (high specific
strength, good corrosion resistance …). In order to improve
tribological properties of the polymers, solid lubricants are
added to the polymer matrix. These solid lubricants generally
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develop a protective film against wear by severe abrasion of
the reinforcements and the matrices. Micro and nano
lubricating particles such as graphite, TiO2, SiO2, ZrO2 have
been successfully used to reduce the coefficient of friction and
the wear rate of polymers [1], [2] and reinforced polymers [3][5].
In this paper, we present experimental results of the normal
load, the sliding speed and micro-hardness influences on the
friction coefficient in the bronze on steel contact and
experimental results of the effect of the normal load, the
sliding speed and the addition of graphite powder on the
tribological properties of the unsaturated polyester UP.
II. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
A. Specimens Material
The discs are made of XC48 steel. To change their surface
hardness, they have undergone heat treatment (quenching and
tempering at 250 °C and quenching and tempering at 500 °C).
The Vickers hardness of the disc surfaces are Hv224 for
annealed state, Hv338 for quenched and tempered at 500 °C
state and Hv524 for quenched and tempered at 250 °C state.
The pins are of bronze, virgin unsaturated polyester, and
unsaturated polyester charged with graphite powder (0% G,
1% G and 2% G).
B. Geometry of Discs and Pins
The bronze pins are machined in bars of square section
6mm x 6 mm. Polyester pins are made by cutting and milling
plates molded in virgin unsaturated polyester and unsaturated
polyester charged with various mass percentages of a
commercial graphite powder (%G) which did not undergo any
chemical treatment. For the molding of the plates, three
mixtures are prepared (Resin + hardener and Resin + hardener
+ graphite 1 or 2%). These mixtures are homogenized then
poured in moulds. The polymerization takes 24h at room
temperature.
C. Tests Conditions
For virgin unsaturated polyester pin and charged
unsaturated polyester pin, the tests are performed under four
loads (FN=8 N, FN=13.5 N, FN=17.5 N and FN=22.5 N) at
three different speeds (V=0.08 m/s, V=0.32 m/s and V=0.63
m/s) for the three compositions of the pin (polyester virgin,
polyester+1% graphite, polyester+2% graphite).
For bronze pin the tests are performed under four loads
(FN=22 N, FN=45 N, FN=68 N and FN=90 N) and three
different speeds (V=0.08 m/s, V=0.32 m/s and V=0.89 m/s) for
the three states of XC48 steel (annealing, quenching and
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tem
mpering at 250 °C, quenchiing and temperring at 500 °C
C).
The test duraation is abouut 2000 seconnds and each test is
reppeated three times. The tests are cconducted at room
tem
mperature (255 °C).
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III. EXPERIIMENTAL DEVIICE
The tests aree carried out on
o a vertical trribometer of ppin on
disc type that we have deesigned and m
manufactured. This
wear of coupples of
deevice allows sstudying the friction and w
m
materials. Its prrinciple consissts in applyingg a vertical looad (4)
to a pin (2) in contact
c
with a rotating disc (3). During ruubbing
s
(5) reccords simultanneously and w
without
a strain gauge sensor
t tangentiall force FT annd the
interference thee values of the
noormal load FN. The normall force is meaasured by gauuges J1
annd J3 and the tangential forrce by gaugess J2 and J4 (F
Fig. 3).
Thhe variation off the linear vellocity is obtainned by changiing the
raadius of the sliiding track of the pin on thee disc. The devvice is
with dead loads (7)
prrovided with a compensatiion system w
whhich ensures tthe resetting of the measurrement system
m. The
rootation of the disc
d (3) is gennerated by an electrical mottor (8)
off a power of 2220 W rotating at 1400 tr/minn.

Fig. 1 Disc

Fig. 2 Pin

Fig.. 3 View of triboometer

IIV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSSIONS
A. Determinaation of the Friiction Coefficiient
From the meeasurements reecorded durinng the tests, we
w plot
the curves of thhe normal force FN(t) and thee tangential foorce of
friiction FT(t) veersus time. Forr illustration, aan example off these
cuurves is preseented on Figss. 4 and 5 (ccurves relativee to a
brronze on steel contact). The curve giving the evolution of the
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coeffficient of fricction versus tim
me f(t) (Fig. 66) is deduced from
the curves FN(t) and FT(t). It is obtainned by the ratio
FT(tt)/FN(t).
W
We note thatt the normall load is praactically connstant
throoughout the teest (Fig. 4) andd the tangentiaal force of fricction
(Figg. 5) undergoees a significannt increase ovver a short peeriod
(2000 s) followedd by a low inccrease for thee remainder off the
test,, which lasts 1700 to 20000 seconds. As for the tangeential
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foorce, the coeffficient of frictiion presents a short phase oof fast
increase followeed by one longg period durinng which it inccreases
sliightly before stabilizing aat a certain vvalue (Fig. 6). This
vaalue, which is in fact tthe characteriistic value oof the
cooefficient of friction `f' appears,
a
accoording to thee test,
beetween 1700 and
a 2000 s. Thhe same behavviour of variattion of
f(tt) is observeed for the bbronze/steel and polyesteer/steel
coontacts.

-

variations beetween the valuues of the coeefficient of fricction
are importannt. Increasingg FN reduces the influencce of
speed on the friction coeffi
ficient.
The coefficiient of frictiion decreasess with increaasing
hardness. N
Note howeverr that the decrease
d
is more
m
important inn the case off low speeds (V=0.08 m/s and
V=0.32 m/s)..

F
Fig. 4 Normal looad versus timee FN(t)
Fig. 7 Evolutionn of the frictionn coefficient as a function of thhe
hardness, the normal looad and the slidiing speed

C
C. Influence off Normal Loaad, Sliding Speed and Grapphite
Conntent on the Frriction Coefficcient

Fig. 5 Tangential load versus tim
me FT(t)

Fig. 6 Coefficient of friction versuss time f(t)

B. Influence of
o Normal Looad, Sliding Sp
Speed and Harrdness
onn the Friction Coefficient forr Bronze-Steel Contact
The evolutionn of the averaage friction cooefficient accoording
to the hardnesss, speed and nnormal force is shown in F
Fig. 7.
Soome observatioons can be maade:
- The frictioon coefficient increases with the increaase of
speed for thhe low values of the normall load (FN=22 N and
FN=45 N). For the otherr two loads (F
FN=63 N and FN=90
o the coefficiient of
N), we obsserve a random variation of
friction as a function off speed exceptt for the case of the
mpering
steel discs having underrgone a quencching and tem
at 250 °C in which the coefficient oof friction inccreases
with the sliding speed forr all the normaal loads considdered.
- For low speeds
s
(V=0..08 m/s and V=0.32 m/ss) the
coefficient of friction inccreases with thhe normal loaad. For
V=0.89 m/s
m the variaation of the normal loadd has
practically no effect on thhe coefficient of friction.
FN=22 N and FN=45
- For low vaalues of the noormal load (F
N) and thee sliding speedd (V=0.08 m//s and V=0.322 m/s),
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Fig.. 8 Evolution off the friction coeefficient as a funnction of the noormal
load, thee sliding speed and the graphite content

F
Fig. 8 shows values
v
of the coefficient off friction obtaained
withh three materrials combinaations (Steel XC48/UP 0%
% G,
Steeel XC48/UP 1% G and Steeel XC48/UP 2% G) for diffe
ferent
slidding speeds annd normal loadds. We used thhe XC48 steel disc
mpered at 250 °C for whichh we have obtaained
quennched and tem
the highest value of surface harrdness (Hv5244). Analysis oof the
resuults reveals thaat:
- The coefficieent of frictionn increases wiith increase inn the
speed and thhe normal loadd. For dry fricction, the incrrease
in normal looad causes ann increase off the contact area
which leads to an increasse of the coeffficient of fricction.
The same obbservation caan be made w
when the veloocity
increases. Thhis behavior iss reported by other authorss [1],
[3], [6].
- For the samee load and thee same speed, the coefficiennt of
friction is the lowest in thhe case of conntact with chaarged
resin pins thhan with thatt of the virginn resin pins. The
coefficient oof friction deccreases with thhe increase of the
graphite conttent.
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-

The coefficcient of frictiion is higher than that obbtained
with the brronze pin. With the polyestter pins, contrrary to
the bronze pins, we observe a clear inccrease in the fr
friction
coefficient according to the normal load and the ssliding
speed.
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D. Evolution of the Mass Loss and thhe Wear Ratee as a
Fuunction of the Normal Loadd and the Grapphite Content
mpositions, thhe mass losss ‘Δm’
For the threee studied com
increases linearrly with the slliding distance ‘L’. For thee great
vaalues of the noormal load, thee slope of the curve
c
describiing the
vaariation of thhe mass loss according to the sliding length
seeems to increaase; it is the sign of a stronng abrasion (F
Fig. 9).
Thhe wear rate ‘K’ also increaases with the sliding distancce and
the normal loadd. ‘K’ is calculaated by:
∆ ⁄

((c)

∆ ⁄

whhere ‘ΔV’ is thhe volume losss, ‘FN’ is thee normal load, ‘L’ is
the sliding distaance, ‘Δm’ the mass loss, annd ‘ρ’ the density.
The addition of graphite reeduces the mass loss and thee wear
with the
raate. Indeed, thee mass loss annd the wear raate decrease w
increase of the ggraphite conteent (Figs. 9 annd 10). Graphiite is a
goood solid lubbricant; this eexplains the contribution to the
reduction of thee coefficient oof friction, thee mass loss and the
o
in thhe case
weear rate. The same behavioor is already observed
off much of polyymers and com
mposites [1], [44], [7]. The adddition
off graphite to uunsaturated poolyester improoves the tribollogical
prroperties of thiis last.

(d)
Fig. 9 Mass loss vss. normal load and
a graphite conntent at V=0.32 m/s,
(aa) Mass loss vs. sliding distancce for UP 0% G,, (b) Mass loss vvs.
slidding distance foor UP 1% G, (c)) Mass loss vs. ssliding distancee for
UP 2% G, (d)) Mass loss vs. nnormal load forr different % G

(a)
((a)

(b)
(b)
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F
Finally, we thhink that it is relevant to eextend the preesent
studdy to the grapphite contents higher than 22% and especcially
com
mplete this woork by the chaaracterization of the mechannical
propperties of polyyester chargedd to evaluate the impact of the
adddition of graphite on its mechhanical characcteristics (Youung’s
moddulus, elastic llimit, breakingg strength).
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